2003 gmc yukon third brake light not working

GMC Yukon owners have reported problems related to brake light under the exterior lighting
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of GMC Yukon based on all problems reported for the Yukon.
Passenger rear brake light is out. All led lights will not light up with running lights on or the
brake depressed. See all problems of the GMC Yukon. Brake lights cuts on and off when driving
and third brake light is off on my vehicle also when step on brakes pedal sometimes goes to
floor vehicle hard to stop a for sure dangerous situation. Tail and brake light no longer working.
I have already had to replace right brake light due to going out and now the left one has went
out. These are very expensive lights. They are faulty and need to be recalled. So my brake light
on rear all have gone out due to bad led lights or some known component goes bad. Fuel pump
is bad. This is a Yukon. The rear tail lamps sporadically would light up with driving lights for
awhile, but could never get failure to show up for dealer diagnosis. Finally lights went out
completely except for side marker. When the brake lights would not work, car was not drivable.
Dealer was then able to diagnosis and found short in led light circuit board assemblies has
gone bad and both lights would need replacement. I feel this is safety issue on newer model
vehicle and lights service life should be much longer than 4 years. Especially since car was not
drivable for 4 weeks because of concern with no brake lights, no rear lights at dark and chance
of being stopped for a traffic infraction. One of the break lights is out. There is a design flaw in
the and models that causes the brake lights to fail. GMC is aware of it and did extend warranty
coverage so that if you are "lucky" enough to have them fail with less than 72, on your vehicle
they will replace them at no cost but after that they will not. They know the product and it
should be recalled. Now that they have they should at least stand behind the product. My
passenger brake lights stopped working. Passenger rear brake lights quit working. Appears to
be a defect in the design that causes a break in the circuit on the light assembly. Repair can be
manually down by cutting through plastic of assembly and soldering break, or replacement of
entire light assembly. No accidents - just normal driving. GMC know there are numerous
complaints about this problem and have done nothing. Huge safety issue!!. Right rear led
taillight is intermittently not working. Not sure why it works at times, and not at other times, but
when the taillight is not working neither is that brake light. This started about August 1, This
Yukon slt has 2 failed rear taillights and brake lights. There is no indication of this failure in the
instrument panel. My wife was advised by text from a friend these lights were out. I was advised
this is not a warranty item and it is also a common failure on these vehicles. Not sure when the
failure occurred. The 3rd raised light was operational when the brakes were used. First noticed
around July 10, I have several cars from on which warn of a light failure. These led lights were
advertised to last for extended periods. This issue is dangerous and uacceptable. Tl the contact
owns a GMC Yukon xl. The contact was informed by another motorist that the brake taillights
were inoperable. The contact was concerned for her safety operating a vehicle with inoperable
brake lights. The vehicle was taken to duvall Chevrolet located at us, clayton, GA , to be
diagnosed. The contact was informed that the rear taillights needed to be replaced. The vehicle
was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was
approximately 20, Both sides brake lights stop working intermittently then come back on again.
My drivers side brake lights rarely come on. If I hit a bump they come on for a second. Led
circuit breaks. Known issue. The contact owns a GMC Yukon xl. The contact stated that while
depressing the brake pedal the rear brake taillights failed to illuminate. The vehicle was taken to
keweenaw Buick GMC located at quincy st, hancock, mi , to be diagnosed. The contact was
informed that the rear brake lights were defective and needed to be replaced. The manufacturer
was notified of the failure, but provided no assistance. The failure mileage was , My left driver's
side brake light would work and then not work and I had multiple people telling me my left brake
light was out. Then other days I was told it was working again. Now it is not working at all. Rear
brake lights assembly failure leds both driver and passenger. Common failure known to GMC
Yukon customers. Brake lights intermittently not illuminating and going out. Both driver and
passenger brake lights. My brake lights will work one minute and go out the next. I had a friend
and my husband tell me that when they were following me the light was out when I stopped but
at the next stop or at home it would work. This has been happening for months. Last week I took
it for state inspection and the inspector said it was out I had to get it replaced. When I pulled
forward it started working again to pass inspection. Today I took my Yukon to the dealership for
an oil change and it went out again. There is a short in the circuit panel. My car has 60, mi on a
The rear brake light went out on passenger side and I am being told by dealer I have to replace
the complete assembly- not just a bulb. In researching I have found this issue is not uncommon.
This is ridiculous for what should be the cost of a bulb. Both of my led tail lamp assemblies
have failed over the pas year. GMC has replaced that oem with new parts and has MD the old
parts. Driving around without brake lights is a traffic violation. A car can not pass safety

inspection without brake lights so the owner is forced to pay the money for the replacement
part from which GMC profits. Why is this not a safety recall? GMC knows it is a manufacturing
defect that can possibly cause a serious accident as a result. Not a bulb issue as it is the led
panel of lights. Led lights should last years. Dealership says it happens a lot to these vehicles,
and I have to buy a whole new unit for each side. This is a huge safety issue - break lights
failing due to poor wiring. Again not a replaceable bulb issue, it is due to a wiring issue within
the led lighting unit itself. Passenger side rear brake light working intermittently. Taken to
dealer twice for issue and was working when dealer checked it. Drove home from dealer.
Stopped working on way home. Started working next day. I don't consider a circuit board that
cracks in the same place on many same model vehicles as per internet forums to be "normal
wear and tear". Gm won't do anything about it. This is clearly a safety issue. Brake light is a
series of leds on a thinly printed circuit board. The right rear brake light led strip no longer
works. I have noticed that this is an on-going issue with other consumers. Most of the time, it is
a wiring issue that needs to be repaired. Unfortunately, the plastics are glued together
preventing access to make the repair. The brake light is out. All other lights are working, but the
brake light. It just stopped working. I have been told this is a normal thing for the GMC. The rear
passenger brake lights just randomly stopped working. Not a bulb issue as it is an led panel of
lights. Dealer says it happens a lot to these cars, and have to buy a whole new unit. This is a
safety issue - break lights failing due to poor wiring. Again not a replaceable bulb issue, it is due
to a wiring issue within the lighting unit itself. Brake lights stopped working almost was plowed
into by 18 wheeler on I Driver waved us over and informed us that he did not see us till right on
top of us. Problem appears to be systemic enough that the GMC service department told us that
it was common enough that they kept the brake lights in stock. Additionally there are numerous
threads about this issue on the internet and even utube videos on where to remove material to
access the offending circuit board to repair the known faulty circuit. The failure of these brake
lights could have cost my family and me our lives. I reiterate the brake light failure is common
enough that there are numerous threads on the internet to discuss the known weakness of the
circuit board. Tl-the contact owns a GMC Yukon. The contact recieved a letter from the
manufacturer with the brake light to have it diagnosed. And they said there was nothing wrong
with the rear brake lights. They disregarded the letter and said they checked the brake light and
said again everything was working fine. The manfacturer had not been contacted yet. The issue
has recurred several more times since the vehicle was releashed to a dealer. The contact got a
same second opinion from an idependnet mechanic. The vehicle currently was still unrepaired.
The dealer would not sell the contact the part to repair it herself. The failure mileage was 77, Car
Problems. Tail Light Switch problems. Exterior Lighting problems. Headlights problems. Turn
Signal problems. Tail Light problems. Hazard Flashing Warning Light Unit problems. Fog Lights
problems. Brake Light Switch problems. Headlight Switch problems. The brake light passenger
side went out. I replaced the bulb and the other one while I was at it. But the passenger side
brake light still doesn't work. Even tried switching bulbs to use the one that I knew was working
on driver's side, but still wouldn't work on passenger side. I see that there's only one fuse
control for both lights. Can you tell me how to fix this. Your help is really appreciated. Since the
problem is only on one side, you can rule out the fuse and other parts of the circuit that are
shared by both bulbs. I would look closely at the connector for the nonfunctional bulb, as it may
be damaged or corroded. Since the bulbs share more of the same circuit components, lack of
power indicates a problem in the power side wiring. No ground would indicate a bad ground
connection or a problem with the wiring on the ground side of the circuit. Electrical diagnosis
can be difficult, which is why I suggest having a trained professional diagnose your brake light
problem for you. The team at YourMechanic is an excellent option since we make house calls.
Q: Passenger-side brake light won't work even after replacing bulb asked by Carolyn Q. Mia
Bevacqua Automotive Mechanic. The statements expressed above are only for informational
purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more
details. Home Questions. As you may know, the power steering in your HHR is electric, which
draws a significant amount of electric power to operate it. This power steering motor failure was
the subject Read more. I went to a mechanic today after my check engine light came on! I think
the code said either p or p are they same? The two codes are not the same but do pertain to the
same oxygen sensor in the exhaust one is for the signal and the other for the heater circuit not
within specifications. Since the code was cleared then you Have to fuel very slowly, pump
keeps shutting off Hi, thanks for writing in. This may very well be related to the evaporative
emission canister vent solenoid. This is often times part of the problem when getting the
system to properly vent. This can be tested by simply checking Car won't start Hello. When a
car won't start, start with the basics: If the vehicle has power, then power to the starter motor
must be checked, and voltage drops performed. The larger wire at the starter motor should have

12v at all The fuel filter is attached to the fuel tank on the S. African models, with a seal in
between the filter and tank. Getting a proper fit on re-assembly in Back doors not opening If the
locks do not operate for the back doors, I would suspect a blown fuse. Otherwise, the master
switch in the driver's door may have to be replaced. A diagnostic is required to determine the
exact issue with your Trying to locate the fuel pressure regulator?? The fuel pressure regulator
is almost always located on the fuel rail. The fuel rail is located on the top of the engine and has
the fuel injectors under it. This will be located right around where the intake manifold The bolts
that are referenced are actually the cylinder head bolts. Due to a design flaw, the bolts strip out
of the engine block, causing head gasket issues. Toyota released The coolant level is low when
the engine is cold If you're finding that your coolant is running low, especially during colder
weather, it's a pretty good indication that you've got a coolant leak somewhere. However, the
problem with coolant systems today is that they can give you false indicators Related articles.
Keep your car in the center of the lane and not over the crosswalk. Symptoms of a Bad or
Failing Console Light Bulb If your car's center console light is dim, flickering, or not working at
all, you may need to replace the console light bulb. This means the switch in the door jamb
does not work. Browse other content. Brake light is not working Inspection. Driving at night
with either brake lights or tail lights not working is dangerous for you and other drivers on the
road. It takes a long time to notice when the brake lights not working but tail lights are or vice
versa. Both brake and tail lights are crucial for road safety. It can cause severe accidents,
especially on dark streets or during heavy rain and snow. The cops will also flag you if they see
you are during without functioning lights. The possible reasons for brake lights not working but
tail lights are :. Blown out light bulbs are the most common reason for why the brake lights not
working but the tail lights are. Remove the screws from the bulb lens which you can access
through the trunk or see your vehicle repair manual to get the exact location. Push the bulbs
and turn them counterclockwise to remove from the socket. You need to replace bulbs if they
have got darkened or the filaments are blown. Choose the new bulbs of the same type and
wattage. In most European cars, the same bulb does the job of the tail and brake lighting.
However, it has double filaments, allowing one set still working while the other set is burnt. You
have to find the fuse box or the power distribution center PDC. You will get the fuse panel under
the dashboard and the PDC under the hood. The brake light switch is also to be found under the
dashboard and check if its plunger touches the brake pedal arm. Any problem with the fuse box
and light switch will affect the brake lights. In case if the fuse is blown, change it with a new
one. Remember that the new one has to have the same amperage of the old unit. Besides, try to
find out the cause of the blown fuse. Otherwise, it will be a recurring problem. If the brake light
switch is functional, you have to check for a bad electrical ground some car models have the
switch provided ground. It could happen due to a loose connection of the wire or the corrosion
or damage of the wire ends. Connect the light switch to a good ground with a jumper wire and
press the brake pedal. If the brake light turns on, you have to fix the ground connection. If all
the components mentioned above are working just fine, you have to look somewhere else to
find the source of the problem. The wiring from the fuse panel to the brake light switch and from
the switch to the bulb sockets and lights could be loose or frayed. The connection and the bulb
housing could be corroded. You have to change these parts if found any such problem. The
brake light circuit can be a part of the turn signal circuit in some vehicle models. If the test light
is not on, you have to change this wire. The rear and headlights have separate connections. Tail
lights could turn off for several reasons and they are almost similar to the causes why brake
lights not working but tail lights are. If you still cannot find out the problem for your
non-functional brake lights or tail lights or are not sure about the steps mentioned above, take
the vehicle to an expert mechanic. Brake lights, tail lights are the most famous car parts that car
owners want to understand about, since there are so many problems around them. In this
article, our car experts will help car owners answer some of the most common questions:. What
would cause brake lights not to work? Luckily, all of these problems can be spotted and solved
easily. There are many causes for tail light constantly staying on while the car is turned off: A
broken brake light switch, damaged trailer light plug, faulty brake light switch stopper, broken
wiring harness,â€¦ There are various reasons, however, you can check whether it is the brake
lights or the tail lights to see which are the parts having problems. They are different. Brake
lights are the lights that turn on immediately when drivers press the brakes pedal, while tail
lights are only engaged while your parking brake is on or when you turn on the headlights. You
can also recognize by the color: The tail lights are normal red, while the brake lights are a more
luminous red on most cars. In the situation when brake lights are not working properly, you
need to make sure that the power is going through and check the fuse. If the brakes lights are
turned on at the same time as turn signal lights, you need to bring it to the mechanics for a
check. In cases that you need to check brake lights, this is the guideline:. First of all, turn the

ignition on. You need the ignition to be turned on in order to give brake lights a clear check.
Also, make sure the vehicle is not in gear and open the car door. The next step is to find a floor
brush or mop and put its end on the brake pedal. By doing this, you can apply pressure to the
pedal while also checking the brake lights. Car owners can now push down until the brake is
engaged and locked in place. Now you can get behind your car and check the brake lights.
Lucky for us, a brake light is quite cheap compared to other car parts. It is always a minimal
cost for replacing the brake light bulb. It depends on the design of the brake lights: Some
automobile manufacturers design it to be easy to rewire, but some automobiles required tail
light removal in order to replace and rewire brake lights. First of all, you will get pulled over and
be fined by a police officer since it is definitely illegal to drive without a working brake light.
Second of all, other drivers cannot see you very well in the dark. Without brake lights, it is
impossible for them to know whether you are stopping or not, so accidents on the road are very
likely. This is the maximum time for brake light bulb replacement since it is not complicated at
all. The process should be around 40 to 60 minutes to complete. Tsukasa Azuma is an awesome
car blogger of Car From Japan. He owns a car repair shop at downtown Osaka, and he put all
that experience to good use in his sharing posts. Need help. I have a Ford Focus St. All my
lights work , but if I have my lights on at night travel, and if I try pressing my brake, then my left
rear lights goes off. There is no lights on the left rear only. However if I travel in the day, with no
lights switched on, then my brake lights function perfectly. What could be
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the cause of this problem? Please advise. Thank you. Can someone please give me advice.
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